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Quantum machine learning is expected to be one of the first potential general-purpose applications
of near-term quantum devices. A major recent breakthrough in classical machine learning is the
notion of generative adversarial training, where the gradients of a discriminator model are used
to train a separate generative model. In this work and a companion paper, we extend adversarial
training to the quantum domain and show how to construct generative adversarial networks using
quantum circuits. Furthermore, we also show how to compute gradients – a key element in generative
adversarial network training – using another quantum circuit. We give an example of a simple
practical circuit ansatz to parametrize quantum machine learning models and perform a simple
numerical experiment to demonstrate that quantum generative adversarial networks can be trained
successfully.
I. INTRODUCTION
Deep learning [1, 2] is currently transforming the way
we process large-scale complex data with computers.
Deep neural networks are now able to perform image
and speech recognition with accuracies at a similar level
to humans [3]. One of the most exciting recent develop-
ments in deep learning is generative adversarial networks
(GANs) [4]. These are a class of deep neural networks
which have shown great promise for the task of generative
machine learning, that is, learning to generate realistic
data samples. Despite the initial difficulties of training
these models [5], GANs have quickly found applications
in many fields [6], including image generation [7], super-
resolution [8], image-to-image translation [9], generation
of 3D objects [10], text generation [11], and the gener-
ation of synthetic data for chemistry [12], biology [13],
and physics [14].
The goal of GANs is to simultaneously train two func-
tions: a generator G, and a discriminator D, through
an adversarial learning strategy. The goal for the gener-
ator is to generate new sample data from some specific
domain, such as images, text, or audio. The outputs
from the generator should not be completely unstruc-
tured; rather, they should be plausible samples that re-
flect the properties of real-world data (e.g., realistic im-
ages or natural language). The goal of the discriminator
is to distinguish fake data samples which were created by
the generator from those which are real.
The training strategy for GANs is anchored in game
theory and is analogous to the competition between coun-
terfeiters who have to produce fake currencies and the po-
lice who have to design methods to distinguish increas-
ingly more convincing counterfeits from the real ones.
This game has a Nash equilibrium where the fake coins
become indistinguishable from the real ones and the au-
thorities can no longer devise a method to discriminate
the real currencies from the generated ones [4] . Interest-
ingly, theoretical proofs regarding the optimal points of
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adversarial training assume that the generator and dis-
criminator have infinite capacity [4], i.e., they can en-
code arbitrary functions or probability distributions. Yet
it is widely believed that classical computers cannot ef-
ficiently solve certain hard problems, so these optimal
points may be intrinsically out of reach of classical mod-
els in many cases of interest.
Quantum computers [15, 16] have the potential to solve
problems believed to be beyond the reach of classical
computers, such as factoring large integers [17]. Realistic
near-term quantum devices [18] may be able to speed up
difficult optimization and sampling problems, even if the
full power of fault-tolerant devices may not be available
for several years. For instance, variational quantum al-
gorithms [19–23], such as the variational quantum eigen-
solver (VQE), have been demonstrated with great suc-
cess in the field of quantum chemistry. Currently, these
ideas and algorithms are being extended to the domain
of quantum machine learning [24–36], which could also
benefit from a quantum advantage. Since many machine
learning algorithms are naturally robust to noise, this di-
rection is a promising application for near-term imperfect
quantum devices.
In this paper, we introduce QuGANs, the quantum
version of generative adversarial networks. The paper
has the following structure. In Section IIA, we general-
ize the model structure of classical generative adversarial
networks [4] to define the quantum mechanical equivalent
– QuGANs – and provide the cost function for train-
ing. A key ingredient for GANs is that the discrimi-
nator provides a gradient which the generator can use
for gradient-based learning. In Section II B, we present a
general formalism for computing exact gradients of quan-
tum optimization and machine learning problems using
quantum circuits. We then show how these gradients can
be combined with a classical optimization routine to train
QGANs in Section IIC. Finally, we provide an example
quantum circuit for both the generator and discriminator
in Section IID and show that QuGANs can be trained
in practice with a simple proof-of-principle numerical ex-
periment in Section II E.
We will explore the practical issues of QuGANs by
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2explicitly constructing quantum circuits for the gener-
ator and discriminator and proposing quantum methods
for computing the gradients of these circuits. A more
in-depth theoretical exploration of quantum adversarial
learning can be found in the companion paper [37].
II. TRAINING QUGANS
A. The structure of GANs and QuGANs
1. Classical GANs
We first provide a high-level overview of the GAN ar-
chitecture [4]. We suppose that the real-world data comes
from some fixed distribution pR (x), generated by some
(potentially complex and unknown) process R. The gen-
erator – parameterized by a vector of real-valued parame-
ters ~θG – takes as input an unstructured random variable
z (typically drawn from a normal or uniform distribu-
tion). G transforms this noise source into data samples
x = G(~θG, z), creating the generator distribution pG(x).
In the ideal case of a perfectly trained generator G, the
discriminator would not be able to decide whether a given
sample x came from pG (x) or from pR (x). Therefore, the
task of training G corresponds to the task of maximizing
the probability that D misclassifies a generated sample
as an element of the real data. On the other hand, the
discriminator – parameterized by a vector of real-valued
parameters ~θD – takes as input either real data examples
x ∼ pR(x) or fake data samples x ∼ pG(x). D’s goal is
to discriminate between these two classes, outputting a
binary random variable. Training D thus corresponds to
maximizing the probability of successfully classifying real
data, while minimizing the probability of misclassifying
fake data.
We will formalize QuGANs as a quantum generaliza-
tion of conditional GANs [38]. Conditional GANs gener-
ate samples from a conditional distribution p(x|λ) (condi-
tioned on labels λ), rather than the unconditional distri-
bution p(x) of vanilla GANs. Conditional GANs reduce
to vanilla GANs in the case where the label is uninfor-
mative about the data, i.e., p(x|λ) = p(x) for all x and λ.
A possible motivation for using the conditional approach
comes from performing quantum chemistry calculations
on quantum computers. For example, one could have a
list of VQE state preparations for molecules, labeled by
their physical properties. A well-trained QuGAN could
produce new molecular states which also have the same
properties but were not in the original dataset. In an-
other context, a QuGAN could be used to compress time
evolution gate sequences [39] for different time steps to
use in larger quantum simulations.
Figure 1. In (a), we show the building blocks of classical
GANs. A discriminator must determine whether the samples
it is given are produced by a real source R or a generator
G (z) equipped with a source of noise z. In (b), a quantum
discriminator must decide whether the quantum state it re-
ceives at its input come from a real quantum data source R
or a quantum generator G (|z〉) with a quantum noise vector
|z〉. The discriminator yields its output as a quantum state
|Real〉 or |Fake〉.
2. Quantum GANs
We will now generalize these ideas to the quantum set-
ting. In Figure 1, we highlight the structural similarities
of classical and quantum GANs. For the quantum case,
suppose we are given a data source R which, given a label
|λ〉, outputs a density matrix ρRλ into a register contain-
ing n subsystems, i.e.,
R (|λ〉) = ρRλ . (1)
The general aim of training a GAN is to find a generator
G which mimics the real data source R. In the quantum
case, we define G to be a variational quantum circuit
whose gates are parametrized by a vector ~θG. The gener-
ator takes as input the label |λ〉 and an additional state
|z〉, and produces a quantum state,
G(~θG, |λ, z〉) = ρGλ (~θG, z), (2)
where ρGλ is output on a register containing n subsystems,
similar to the real data.
The role of the extra input state |z〉 is two-fold. On
one hand, it can be seen as a source of unstructured noise
which provides entropy within the distribution of gen-
erated data. For instance, we could have a generator
which is unitary, producing a fixed state ρGλ (~θG, z) =|ψλ(z)〉 〈ψλ(z)| for each λ and |z〉. By allowing the in-
put |z〉 to randomly fluctuate, we can create more than
one output state for each label. On the other hand, the
3variable |z〉 can serve as a control for the generator. By
tuning |z〉, we can transform the output state prepared by
the generator, varying properties of the generated data
which are not captured by the labels λ. During training,
the generator should learn to encode the most important
intra-label factors of variation with |z〉. While the first
role could have been accomplished via coupling the gen-
erator to a bath, the second role requires |z〉 to be under
our control, even if we endow it with no explicit structure
during training.
As in the classical case, the training signal of the gen-
erator is provided by a discriminator D, made up of sep-
arate quantum circuit parametrized by a vector ~θD. The
task of D is to determine whether a given input state
was created by the real data source R or the generator
G, whereas the task of G is to fool D into accepting its
output as being real. If the input was created by R, then
D should output |real〉 in its output register, otherwise it
should output |fake〉. The discriminator is also allowed
to do operations on an internal workspace. In order to
force G to respect the supplied labels, the discriminator
is also given an unaltered copy of the label |λ〉.
The optimization objective for QuGAN train-
ing can be formalized as the adversarial task
min~θG max~θD V (
~θD, ~θG), or:
min
~θG
max
~θD
1
Λ
Λ∑
λ=1
Pr
((
D(~θD, |λ〉 , R(|λ〉)) = |real〉
)
∩
(
D(~θD, |λ〉 , G(~θG, |λ, z〉)) = |fake〉
))
. (3)
For classical GANs, the optimization task is tradition-
ally defined with log-likelihood functions but it is more
convenient to define a cost function linear in the output
probabilities of D in the quantum case since we want to
optimize a function which is linear in some expectation
value. Since the logarithmic function is convex, the opti-
mal points are the same. Finally, for simplicity, the for-
mula above assumes that the labels are countable, with
cardinality Λ, though this could be relaxed.
The heuristic of the algorithm is illustrated in Figure 2,
where the quantum circuit is divided into 6 operationally
defined registers. The real source R and the generator G
are given a label |λ〉 in the s-subsystem register Label
R|G, an initial blank state |0〉⊗n on the n-subsystem reg-
isterOut R|G and a noise vector |z〉 on them-subsystem
register Bath R|G. In this work, we assume that R is a
purified unitary operation on s + n + m subsystems. In
general, the real source may be a physical device entan-
gled with an unknown number of environmental degrees
of freedom m′, with m′ 6= m. With no loss of generality,
we can assume that the Bath R|G register is initialized
in the reference state |0〉⊗m when the source is R as the
entropy can be provided by the environment. We assume
that the discriminator does not have access to the Bath
R|G register.
Figure 2. The general structure of QuGANs. The real source
R or the parametrized generator G(~θG) is applied on an initial
state |0, λ, z〉 respectively defined on the Label R|G, Out
R|G and Bath R|G registers. The discriminator D(~θD) uses
the information ρR/Gλ from the source and an initial resource
state |0, 0, λ〉 defined on the Out D, Bath D and Label D
registers. D outputs its answer |real〉 or |fake〉 in the Out D
register. The expectation value 〈Z〉Out D is proportional to
the probability that D outputs |real〉.
D outputs its answer |real〉 or |fake〉 on the register
Out D. It is given the state of the source through register
Out R|G. The workspace of the discriminator is defined
on the d-subsystem register Bath D and a reference copy
of the label |λ〉 is fed through the s-subsystem register
Label D. Finally, the expectation value of the operator
Z ≡ |real〉 〈real| − |fake〉 〈fake| (4)
on the Out D register is proportional to
Pr
(
D(~θD, |λ〉 , R(|λ〉)) = |real〉
)
and can be used to
define the optimization problem (3) in a fully quantum
mechanical setting.
3. The quantum cost function
We will follow the flow of the training process as il-
lustrated in Figure 3 to rewrite and analyze the quan-
tum version of the cost function (3). At the beginning
of the algorithm, the discriminator and the generator
are respectively initialized by the (arbitrary) parameters
(~θ0D,
~θ0G). The quantum computer of Figure 2 is initial-
ized in the state
ρ0λ (z) = (|0〉 〈0|)⊗d+1⊗|λ〉 〈λ|⊗(|0〉 〈0|)⊗n⊗|λ〉 〈λ|⊗|z〉 〈z| .
(5)
If only either R or G were systematically fed into D, the
optimal strategy of the latter to maximize the cost func-
tion (3) would be to trivially output a constant answer,
which is not desirable. In order to make sure that D can-
not rely on the statistics of the choice of the source to
4determine its answer, the choice of R or G can be made
by the toss of a fair coin. The unitary operations corre-
sponding to the sources R and G(~θG) acting on the whole
quantum computer have the respective form
UR = I
⊗(1+d+s) ⊗R,
UG(~θG) = I
⊗(1+d+s) ⊗G(~θG).
(6)
After the chosen source has been applied, the quantum
computer is in the corresponding state
ρRλ = URρ
0
λ (0)U
†
R,
ρGλ (
~θG, z) = UG(~θG)ρ
0
λ (z)U
†
G(
~θG).
(7)
The unitary operation defining the discriminator D(~θD)
has the form
UD(~θD) = D(~θD)⊗ I⊗m (8)
such that the state of the quantum computer when
UD(~θD) follows UR is given by
ρDRλ (
~θD) = UD(~θD)ρ
R
λU
†
D(
~θD) (9)
and the state when UD(~θD) is applied after UG(~θG) is
ρDGλ (
~θD, ~θG, z) = UD(~θD)ρ
G
λ (
~θG, z)U
†
D(
~θD). (10)
The cost function (3) can then be written in the quantum
formalism as
V (~θD, ~θG) =
1
2
+
1
2Λ
Λ∑
λ=1
(
cos2 (φ) tr
(
ZρDRλ (
~θD)
)
− sin2 (φ) tr
(
ZρDGλ (
~θD, ~θG, z)
))
(11)
where both parts depend on ~θD and only the second part
depends on ~θG, as in the classical case [4]. Here the
angle φ parametrizes the bias of the coin used in Figure
3 since the probability that R or G is used as a source
is not explicitly constrained in (3). Assuming a fair coin
φ = pi4 , the quantum optimization problem has the final
form
min
~θG
max
~θD
1
2
+
1
4Λ
Λ∑
λ=1
tr
((
ρDRλ (
~θD)− ρDGλ (~θD, ~θG, z)
)
Z
)
.
(12)
It is possible to train the circuit of Figure 2 using gra-
dient descent methods [5]. Depending on whether D(~θkD)
or G(~θkG) is being trained at a specific step k, the update
rule of the parameters are given by
~θk+1D =
~θkD + χ
k
D∇~θDV (~θkD, ~θkG)
~θk+1G =
~θkG − χkG∇~θGV (~θkD, ~θkG),
(13)
where χkD and χ
k
G are learning rates which can depend
on k in general.
4. Limit cases of the training
The probability that D(~θD) successfully assigns the
correct label to R and G(~θG) is given by the cost function
V (~θD, ~θG). In what follows we will refer to this proba-
bility as Pr
(
SuccessD(~θD)|~θG
)
. In the ideal case where
G(~θ∗G) = R, G perfectly reproduces the statistics of the
data source, D cannot distinguish [40, 41] between R and
G(~θ∗G), and Pr
(
SuccessD(~θD)|~θG
)
= 12 . At this point
the training is finished as D cannot improve its strategy
and all gradients vanish:
∇~θDV (~θD, ~θ∗G) = 0,
∇~θGV (~θD, ~θ∗G) = 0.
(14)
During the training, Pr
(
SuccessD(~θD)|~θG
)
is bounded
by the purity function
C(~θG) ≡ tr
(
ρRρG(~θG)
)
, (15)
such that the performance of the discriminator is
1
2
C(~θG) ≤ Pr
(
SuccessD(~θD)|~θG
)
≤ 1− 1
2
C(~θG). (16)
The purity function C(~θG) is itself bounded by the nature
of R. If we define rmin as being the minimal eigenvalue
of ρR, then
rmin ≤ C(~θG) ≤ tr
(
(ρR)2
)
, (17)
where the upper bound corresponds to the purity of ρR.
It is possible to train the circuit of Figure 2 by evaluat-
ing gradients from a numerical finite difference method.
This requires sampling many points around each (~θD, ~θG)
to estimate the gradient of (12). In the following section,
we will show how gradients can be evaluated directly on
a quantum computer and explicitly construct the circuits
to optimize (12).
B. Quantum gradients
A key element of GANs is that the generator can be
optimized by using gradient signals obtained from the
discriminator. Thus, in addition to quantum circuits for
G and D, we would also like to have quantum circuits
which can compute the required gradients. Given access
to these quantum gradients, model parameters can be up-
dated via gradient descent on a classical computer. We
introduce some notation useful to define gradient extrac-
tion on a quantum computer [27, 32, 33, 35, 42, 43]. In or-
der to present a specific circuit setup, from here onwards
we fix that the subsystems of our quantum computer are
qubits. We also note that, in addition to the particular
5Figure 3. We illustrate the algorithmic flow of the training of a QuGAN (see text for details).
setup we use here, there can be other approaches for using
a quantum computer to compute gradients of quantum
circuits. A unitary transformation U parametrized by a
vector ~θ with N components is denoted
U(~θ) ≡ UN (θN )UN−1 (θN−1) . . . U2 (θ2)U1 (θ1)
= T ∏Nj=1 Uj (θj) , (18)
where T is the time-ordering operator. It is convenient
to introduce the ordered notation [44]
Uk:l ≡ Uk (θk)Uk−1 (θk−1) . . . Ul+1 (θl+1)Ul (θl)
= T ∏kj=l Uj (θj) , (19)
which can also be represented in a quantum circuit no-
tation as shown in Figure 4. In the same fashion, the
anti-ordered notation has the form
U†l:k ≡ U†l (θl)U†l+1 (θl+1) . . . U†k−1 (θk−1)U†k (θk)
= T¯ ∏kj=l U†j (θj) ,
(20)
where T¯ is the anti-time ordering operator. It follows
that we can generally denote U(~θ) = UN :1 and U†(~θ) =
U†1:N .
Assuming each element is generated by a Hamiltonian
hj = h
†
j , an individual gate has the form
Uj (θj) = e
− i2 θjhj , (21)
Figure 4. This notation is used to signify the decomposition
of a unitary transformation in its elementary parametrized
gates.
such that U†j (θj) = e
i
2 θjhj . The derivative of gate j with
respect to parameter θj is given by
∂
∂θj
Uj (θj) = − i
2
hjUj (θj) . (22)
Using the chain rule, we find that
∂
∂θj
U(~θ) = − i2UN :j+1hjUj:1
∂
∂θj
U†(~θ) = i2U
†
1:jhjU
†
j+1:N .
(23)
If we define an initial state on q qubits as ρ0, the expec-
tation value of an observable P evaluated for parameters
~θ is given by〈
P (~θ)
〉
= tr
(
ρ0U
†(~θ)PU(~θ)
)
. (24)
The gradient with respect to a parameter θj is then given
by
∂
∂θj
〈
P (~θ)
〉
= − i
2
tr
(
ρ0U
†
1:j
[
U†j+1:NPUN :j+1, hj
]
Uj:1
)
,
(25)
6Figure 5. In (a), we show the general structure of quantum
gradients and the structure of quantum Hessians is shown in
(b).
where [·, ·] is the commutator.
At this point it is convenient to introduce some canon-
ical quantum gates [16]. Specifically, the Hadamard
gate is defined as H = 1√
2
(
1 1
1 −1
)
, the NOT gate as
X =
(
0 1
1 0
)
and Z =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
. It is also useful to
define the single-qubit W gate as
W ≡ e−ipi4X = 1√
2
(
1 −i
−i 1
)
. (26)
As shown in Figure 5 (a), the gradient of a parametrized
quantum circuit can be sampled from the 〈Z〉Grad expec-
tation value of an ancillary qubit such that
〈Z〉Grad = Pr (|xGrad〉 = |0〉)− Pr (|xGrad〉 = |1〉)
= ∂∂θj
〈
P (~θ)
〉
.
(27)
Note that this requires the ability to perform control
gates for the Hamiltonians hj and measurement oper-
ator P . Similarly, using the fact that the Hessian is the
gradient of a gradient, we show how the Hessian can be
measured in Figure 5 (b), such that the output is
〈Z〉Hess =
∂2
∂θk∂θj
〈
P (~θ)
〉
. (28)
C. Using quantum gradients to train QuGANs
We now have all the elements required to evaluate the
gradients of (13) directly on a quantum computer. The
operator P from Section II B corresponds to the Z oper-
ator of (4) when computing gradients. The parametrized
discriminatorD and generator G can be decomposed into
respectively ND and NG gates, such that
D(~θD) = DND:1,
G(~θG) = GNG:1.
(29)
In order to measure gradients, we introduce a single-
qubit register Grad. It follows that all elements
∂
∂θDj
V (~θD, ~θG) =
1
4Λ 〈Z〉Grad of the gradient of the dis-
criminator
∂
∂θDj
V (~θD, ~θG) = − i
8Λ
Λ∑
λ=1
tr
((
ρRλ − ρGλ (~θG, z)
)
× U†D,1:j
[
U†D,j+1:NDZUD,ND:j+1, h
D
j
]
UD,j:1
)
, (30)
can be evaluated for each label and sources R and G(~θG)
by the quantum circuit of Figure 6 (a) with an appropri-
ate X gate to account for the sign of the cost function.
In the later case, an X gate is applied on the Out D
register after the discriminator to get the correct sign of
the gradient. The circuit that yields the gradient
∂
∂θGj
V (~θD, ~θG) =
i
8Λ
Λ∑
λ=1
tr
(
ρ0λ(z)
×U†G,1:j
[
U†G,j+1:NGU
†
D(
~θD)ZUD(~θD)UG,NG:j+1, h
G
j
]
UG,j:1
)
(31)
of the generator − ∂∂θGj V (~θD, ~θG) = 14Λ 〈Z〉Grad for each
label is shown in Figure 6 (b). We note that the sign is
meant to be the same as the one in (13), such that the
generator improves its capability to fool the discrimina-
tor. More advanced methods to update the parameters
could also leverage the use of quantum Hessians (28).
1. Improved training heuristics
Training GANs is equivalent to finding the Nash equi-
librium of a two-player game. This problem is known to
be in the complexity class PPAD which is not expected
to be contained in BQP [45, 46]. Advanced heuristics
have been developed to improve the training of classical
GANs [5]. Namely, it should be straightforward to im-
plement semi-supervised learning in the quantum context
by increasing the number of labels to Λ + 1 and supply-
ing some labeled examples of generated data. Feature
matching should also be possible by truncating the de-
composition of D(~θD) when evaluating the gradients of
G(~θG) with the circuit of Figure 6 (b). We also assumed
that the expectation value of each gradient is evaluated
from ensemble averaging; it may also be possible to use
Bayesian methods to update the parameters after single-
shot measurements [47].
7Figure 6. In (a), we show the quantum circuit used to measure
gradient of the discriminator with real data (using XG = I
and fixing |z = 0〉) and with generated data (using XG = X).
The circuit to measure the gradient of the generator is shown
in (b).
D. A practical ansatz
A potentially useful ansatz to parametrize D(~θD) and
G(~θG) is shown in Figure 7. It is universal for quantum
computing in the limit of an infinite number of layers τ .
Since the generators of those gates are all simple Pauli
operators, it is easy to implement the conditional hj ’s
with CNOTs, CPHASEs and CZZs where the ZZs are
between nearest-neighbor qubits. Other types of ansatz
may be used depending on the context [19, 20, 23, 33, 34].
E. Numerics
We numerically tested ideas in this paper with a sim-
ple example involving two labels A and B. We chose a
source R such that ρRA = |0〉 〈0| and ρRB = |1〉 〈1|. The
labels can be encoded in a 1-qubit Label R|G register
and the Out R|G register only requires 1 qubit. Since
the labeled distributions ρRλ are pure we don’t need a
Bath R|G register to generate entropy. The expected
solution is that G should be able to generate a CNOT
gate conditioned on the label register. We find that this
can be achieved with 2 layers of the ansatz previously in-
troduced. This corresponds to 10 variational parameters
in ~θG.
The discriminator requires at least 1 qubit for its out-
put Out D, 1 qubit for Label D, and it also operates on
the 1-qubit Out R|G register. We find that a Bath D
register did not appear to improve convergence of our nu-
merical experiments. Therefore, D operates on 3 qubits,
and we found that 4 layers of the ansatz of section IID
were sufficient to train the QuGAN. This yields 32 pa-
rameters in ~θD for a total of 42. With the qubit of register
Grad, the algorithm operates on a total of 5 qubits.
Training GANs is a delicate art. To keep this proof-of-
principle simple we chose not to use any advanced train-
ing heuristic. We trained the QuGAN for 10,000 gradient
steps of the update rule (13). The learning rate χkD expo-
nentially decreases from 10 to 110 for the first 4,000 steps
and remains constant at the latter value for the remain-
ing 6,000 steps. The generator G is only updated once
for every 100 steps of D with a learning rate χkG = 5χ
k
D.
As shown in Figure 8, the generator has been properly
trained at the end of the algorithm, as the cross-entropy
S
(
ρRλ ‖ρGλ
)
= tr
(
ρRλ
(
log2ρ
R
λ − log2ρGλ
))
(32)
quickly converges to zero. We also plotted the compo-
nents of the cost function V defined as
V DR(~θD) =
1
4Λ
∑Λ
λ=1 tr
(
ρDRλ (
~θD)Z
)
V DG(~θD, ~θG) = − 14Λ
∑Λ
λ=1 tr
(
ρDGλ (
~θD, ~θG, z)Z
)
,
(33)
such that V = 12 + V
DR + V DG. At the beginning of the
training sequence, the parameters are chosen randomly.
In order to provide a reliable training signal for G,
the gradients are amplified by a large learning rate to
quickly train D. The generator initially produces a
decent state for the A label but fails to produce a good
state for the B label. The training of the discriminator
appears successful since V is typically larger than 12 and
learns to differentiate the data produced by R from the
data produced by G. Updating the generator less often
than the discriminator provides a trade-off between a
fast training of G and a good training signal. After a few
tens of training steps of G (which corresponds to a few
thousand training cycles of D) the cross-entropy between
the real and the generated data starts to converge to
zero as the generator creates better samples. In this
case, D cannot differentiate R and G as V approaches
its equilibrium value of 12 . The final strategy of D is
to designate all data as real, yielding V DR ≈ 12 and
V DG ≈ − 12 .
III. CONCLUSION
Quantum machine learning is likely to be one of the
first general-purpose applications of near-term quantum
devices. Here we showed how generative models can be
8Figure 7. A practical circuit ansatz for the generator G and the discriminator D composed of τ layers acting on ν qubits.
Each layer t is composed of single-qubit X rotations parametrized by angles ~θ(t)X =
{
θ
(t)
X,1, . . . , θ
(t)
X,ν
}
followed by Z rotations
parametrized by ~θ(t)Z =
{
θ
(t)
Z,1, . . . , θ
(t)
Z,ν
}
. A layer of two staggered sets of nearest-neighbor ZZ rotations parametrized by
~θ
(t)
ZZ =
{
θ
(t)
1,2, . . . , θ
(t)
ν−1,ν
}
follows the single-qubit rotations. The ansatz is universal for quantum computing in the limit of an
infinite number of layers since it can generate arbitrary single-qubit gates as well as entangling two-qubit gates.
Figure 8. A source R produces two labeled states |A, 0〉 and
|B, 1〉. In (a) we have the values of the cost functions as a
function of the training step. In (b) we show the cross-entropy
S
(
ρRλ ‖ρGλ
)
for each labeled distribution as a function of the
training step.
trained on quantum computers. We have reformulated
the optimization problem of GANs in the quantum for-
malism, yielding QuGANs. We have shown how the cost
function can be optimized by directly evaluating the gra-
dients with a quantum processor. We provided a simple
universal qubit ansatz which constrains the set of addi-
tional quantum resources required to evaluate the gradi-
ents. Finally, we showed that QuGANs can be trained in
practice by performing a simple numerical experiment.
It is expected that QuGANs will have a more ver-
satile representation power than their classical counter-
part. For example, one can speculate that a large enough
QuGAN could learn to generate encrypted data labeled
by RSA public encryption keys since quantum comput-
ers have the capacity to perform Shor factoring [17] and
hence decryption. In that case, the optimal generator
would learn a statistical model of the unencrypted data
for each key and encrypt with the label. Other classical
cryptographic systems (such as elliptic curve) could also
be vulnerable to this type of attack. In this work, we
have explored the practical issues of QuGANs, namely,
explicit quantum circuits for the generator and discrim-
inator, as well as quantum methods for computing the
gradients of these circuits. A more general analysis of
the theoretical concepts of quantum adversarial learning
can be found in the companion paper [37].
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